Good Bye... Victor Mercado!!

Join Michigan Welfare Rights as we send the former Director of the Detroit Water Department out of the City, and out of the State. He has taken a new job in Florida, just days after he tricked his way into yet another water rate increase!

For the 45,000 who suffered water shutoffs in 2007, and the 40,000 customers who have suffered the same fate for each of the 5 years he has been here, we say to this horrible man –

Good Riddance!!!

We are surfing the net daily to learn where he is going, so that we can warn the citizens of that city to “Beware.” He will do to them what he has done to us…privatize public water and make it almost impossible for poor people to access it.

The “Going Away Party” is on Friday, June 20th, 2008
From 6 - 10pm at the MI Welfare Rights Office...
23 E. Adams, at Woodward (near Comerica Park)

This event is Potluck (bring a dish),
and bring $5.00 also!

>> BE THERE, OR BE SQUARE <<
MWRO...(313) 964-0618